ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION -MOTIVATION FOR THIS PAPER
ne of the most critical factors contributing to the financial success of most companies is the accurate measurement, understanding, and effective management of operating cash flows. All of the firm's cash flows (operating, investing, and financing activities) are occurring simultaneously; however, it is reasonable to say that it is the operating cash flow that is of foremost importance. In managing the firm, one might logically view the relationship of the three types of cash flow activities as occurring in the following sequential order. First, on a day-to-day basis, the firm, as an economic competitor, must go about its business of delivering its goods or services, at a profit, to a willing demanding market. Positive cash flow ensues from the fruition of sales and negative cash flows occur when inputs/resources are paid. In a profitable company, more cash will flow in from operations than cash will flow out from operations and positive net operating cash flows ultimately result. Second, the company has to simultaneously attend to its investment needs -the acquisition of fixed assets and other infrastructure needed to perpetuate the firm's ongoing into the future. The positive operating cash flows may or may not be sufficient at any given point in time to cover investing cash flow requirements. Regardless, financing cash flows can be viewed chronologically as a third phase or as a "plug." If operating cash flow is sufficient to cover investing cash flow needs, the firm can use the excess cash to pay down debt, retire equity, increase cash dividend payout, build cash reserves, etc. If operating cash flow is not adequate to meet investing cash flow needs, the firm will have to obtain the necessary cash by incurring additional debt or issuing additional equity. The essential point is that operating cash flow is truly the "engine" driving the firm's total cash flow cycle. Thus, understanding and effectively managing the firm's operating cash flow is of primary importance to the financially successful company. This paper demonstrates how a popular device called the "cash conversion cycle" (hereafter referred to as the CCC) can be effectively used to forecast the dollar amount of operating cash flow in future periods. Most simply put, the CCC can be defined as the number of days between the cash payment for the purchase of inventory and the cash receipt from the sale of said product. Computationally, the CCC can be constructed as days sales outstanding in receivables (DSO) plus days cost of goods sold outstanding in inventory (DIO) minus days purchases outstanding in payables (DPO). Notice that the logical interpretation of the CCC calculation, being as it is an expression of time, is that the shorter the CCC, the better (the shorter the CCC; i.e., the fewer the number of days, the quicker the flow of To demonstrate the logical connection between the CCC and dollarizing the amount of operating cash flow, this paper will demonstrate the inter-connection of several traditional accounting constructs and changes in the balance of the cash account on the balance sheet. To do so, the paper proceeds in the following manner. First is a demonstration of how, using information from the income statement and balance sheet, receivables (A/R), inventory (INV), and payables (A/P) turnovers can be computed. Then the paper shows how the turnovers can easily be converted to expressions of DSO, DIO, and DPO (the components of the CCC), and vice versa. Next, a demonstration, via algebraic manipulation, of how using income statement information and reciprocals of turnovers, year-end to year-end changes in A/R, INV, and A/P can be computed. This is followed by a review of the indirect method's logic in constructing the statement of cash flows, and, finally, a demonstration tying all this together and using a numerical example of how a forecast of the dollar amount of operating cash flow can be computed requiring merely assumptions of credit sales, CGS, and components of the CCC. The paper concludes with a summary and a brief discussion of limitations and implications for future research.
USING TURNOVERS TO COMPUTE THE COMPONENTS OF THE CCC
In general, the term "turnover," as used in the context of financial analysis, entails associating an income statement flow with a logically related account on the balance sheet. Specifically, the flow of credit sales on the income statement can be related to the balance of A/R on the balance sheet, and the flow of CGS on the income statement can be separately related to both the balances of INV and A/P on the balance sheet. The conventional calculation of turnover ratios is to place the income statement flow in the numerator and the balance sheet balance in the denominator. Thus, A/R turnover = (credit sales/ending balance A/R); inventory turnover = (CGS/ending balance INV); and payables turnover = (CGS/ending balance A/P). Note that the some analysts commonly use an average of the beginning and ending balance sheet account balances in the denominators; but for the methodology described in this paper, ending balance sheet account balances are used. Conventional interpretation of the A/R and INV turnovers is that the higher the turnover, the better (i.e., a higher turnover number implies a more rapid conversion of INV and A/R to cash.) Conversely, a lower A/P turnover ratio is preferred in a cash flow sense in that a lower number implies a slower rate of conversion of payables to cash out-flows.
Each of the turnovers can be easily converted to a "days outstanding" metric. Computationally, DSO = (360 days/ receivables turnover), DIO = (360 days/inventory turnover), and DPO = (360 days/payables turnover). Note that some analysts may use 365 or 366 days in the numerator, but a simple assumption of a fiscal year consisting of twelve equal 30-day months is sufficient for our methodology. The important thing is to consistently use the same number of annual days in all calculations.
USING TURNOVERS TO COMPUTE ENDING BALANCES OF BALANCE SHEET ACCOUNTS
From the turnover computations, as defined in the first paragraph of the prior section, note that by algebraic manipulation, given turnovers can be used to compute ending balances of certain balance sheet accounts. Specifically, ending balance of A/R = (credit sales/receivables turnover), ending balance of inventory = CGS/inventory turnover), and ending balance of A/P = (CGS/payables). Alternatively, ending balances can be expressed as a multiplicative calculation using the reciprocals of the turnovers. Therefore, ending balance of A/R = [credit sales X (1/receivable turnover)], ending balance of inventory = [CGS X (1/inventory turnover)], and ending balance of payables = [CGS X (1/payables turnover)].
ALGEBRAIC MANIPULATION TO COMPUTE THE YEAR-TO-YEAR CHANGE IN BALANCE SHEET ACCOUNT BALANCES
Year-to-year changes in the account balances of A/R, INV, and A/P, respectively, can be computed using the following formula: = $22,000 ∆s → $10,000 x <.05> = <$3,000>
Alternatively, using the "algebraic manipulation" to compute the change in A/R balance: 
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS -INDIRECT METHOD
To fully explain how the dollar amount of periodic operating cash flow can be calculated from two periods of credit sales, CGS, and CCC, it is necessary to briefly review the logic and mechanics of the indirect method statement of cash flows. The fundamental logic underlying the indirect method statement of cash flows is that the change in year-to-year change in cash balance can be indirectly "explained" by the year-to-year changes in all the accounts in the fundamental accounting equation (assets = liabilities + equity) other than cash. More specifically in regard to operating cash flows, changes in cash can be indirectly derived by converting the revenues and expenses of the income statement (which under GAAP are expressed on an accrual basis) to their cash basis equivalent via changes in all the current asset and liability accounts on the balance sheet. Also melding in the effect of long-term assets on the balance sheet, whose amortizations on the accrual/deferral income statement are not really cash effects, one has the following conventional construction of a simple section of operating cash flows on an indirect-method statement of cash flows:
Net Income + non-cash charges (e.g., depreciation) ± changes in current assets ± changes in current liabilities = Operating Cash Flow The paper will now illustrate, through a numerical example, how dollar amount of next year operating cash flow can be forecasted using only base year actuals and next year forecasts of credit sales, CGS, and the CCC.
FORECASTING FUTURE OPERATING CASH FLOWS
To begin the illustration, first observe the end result. Table 1 presents two years of consecutive balance sheets. In the simple example that follows, the company has no investing or financing cash flows. Therefore, the operating cash flows for Yr. 2 are positive $57,660 (i.e., the change in the balance of the cash account from the end of Yr. 1 to the end of Yr. 2). Table 2 shows the calculation of operating cash flow for Yr. 2 using the indirect method -Statement of Cash Flow. The information required to forecast next year's operating cash flow is summarized in Table 3 . The credit sales and CGS given in Table 1 are restated in Table 4 which also shows the CCC (and its component DSO, DIO, and DPO) as implied by the two years of given income statements and balance sheets. Note that the days outstanding calculations are based on first computing a turnover using the appropriate flow income statement item in the numerator and the appropriate account ending balance sheet balance in the denominator. For example, the actual Yr. 1 DSO of 90 days is derived by first computing a turnover by taking the income statement flow of $100,000 of actual credit sales and dividing it by the actual Yr. 1 $25,000 ending balance of A/R. Thus, receivable turnover = $100,000/$25,000 = 4.00. Then assuming an accounting year of 12 equal 30-day months, 360 total days of the year divided by the A/R turnover of 4 equals the DSO of 90 days. The days outstanding for inventory and payables, for both years, are computed similarly -of course, using the appropriate income statement and balance accounts, respectively. Table 5 summarizes the turnovers that "translate" into their respective days outstanding calculations, given the specific balance sheets and income statements of this illustration. So far, this numerical example has illustrated the logical; i.e., algebraic, interconnectedness of turnover and days outstanding calculations, given two successive years of balance sheets and income statements. Again, the purpose of this paper is to illustrate how dollar amounts of next year operating cash flow can be forecasted using only base year actuals and next year forecasts of credit sales, CGS, and the CCC (by DSO, DIO, DPO components). Proceeding… After converting DSO, DIO, and DPO into their implied turnovers (summarized in Table 5 ), the reciprocal of the turnovers can be computed, which is shown in Table 6 . Recall from earlier in the paper, the algebraic manipulation by which to compute year-to-year changes in balance sheet account balances. Using the data of this illustration, Yr. 1-to-Yr. 2 changes in the balance of A/R, INV, and A/P are calculated as shown in Table 7 . Positive sign means that Payables balance will increase $3,495.
The account balance changes can be used in an indirect method of Statement of Cash Flows to compute the forecasted dollar amount of operating cash flow for Yr. 2 (see Table 8 ). Can predict next year's operating cash flow…$57,660!!!
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
Perhaps the primary limitation of this paper is that many real-world companies do not represent "a very simple case." This paper focused on a simple illustration of a company with inventory using the conversion cycle of cash paid for merchandise inventory, inventory sold to receivables, and receivables collected back to cash. A more thorough example would also illustrate the operating cash flow effects of selling general and administrative expenses. Also, a more thorough example, still, would illustrate the operating cash flow forecasting methodology presented in this paper in the context of a manufacturing company with its naturally more complicated cost flow. It can be shown that both of these complications can be dealt with within the confines of the methodology presented in this paper, but the paper does not demonstrate this.
Furthermore, for sophisticated, global, Fortune-500-type companies, it is sometimes difficult -if not impossible -for an outside analyst to reconstruct the operating section of an indirect-method statement of cash flows using the current account balance sheet changes as observed from the company's published annual report. Therefore, the authors concede that the methodology presented in this paper may be of limited use to the manager of the large sophisticated company. However, we maintain that for the "simple company," this methodology can be helpful in converting the intuitively appealing CCC approach to managing a company's operating cycle to one which affords the opportunity to forecast estimated dollar amount of operating cash flows.
It is the dollar amount of operating cash flows, and the ability to accurately predict them, that is of critical importance to the manager of the firm. So, the CCC and its changes tells the practical business manager only so much. He or she knows that a decreasing CCC is a good thing -operating cash flow is speeding up. For a growing, profitable business, one could ask the question, "Does this imply that operating cash flow in dollar amount must necessarily be increasing for this company?" (Hint to correct answer -"not necessarily") Conversely, the conventional wisdom is that an increasing CCC is a bad thing -operating cash flow is slowing down. Does this imply that the dollar amount of operating cash flows are necessarily decreasing? (Hint to correct answer, again -"not necessarily"). These perhaps ambiguous answers are fodder for future research.
